


harsh words
Welcome back to the Frontline. 

Inside VIOLENT! #18: SPACE DUDE races towards the finale of DEVIL-
CHICK PLANET OF PERIL in only two more issues' time. JONBAR HINGE 
finds himself between a rock, a hard place and GINA DENTATA. KNUCKLES 
butts heads with Mad Larry again. Will that boy never learn? Primo 
and Secundo keep on watching in THE SILENT SERVICE. Curt Sibling 
drops by with guest strip TOTAL FEAR. SSOB lives up to his name. 
HARD-BOILED HITLER finds himself falling foul of Churchill. Nothing 
to do with insurance, but it does involve a dog... Finally, from the 
pages of Accent UK's ROBOTS anthology is MADE MEN, by Jay Eales 
and Charley Spencer, reprinted in Charley's memory, as he passed 
on earlier this year. An incredible talent, taken too soon, damn it!

News update for the BRITISH FANTASY AWARDS 2010. VIOLENT!'s sister 
publication THE GIRLY COMIC reached the BFA shortlist for the 
second year on the trot. This time we're up against Neil (Batman) 
Gaiman, Warren (Freakangels) Ellis, Bill (Fables) Willingham and 
last year's winner Joe (Locke & Key) Hill. We'll find out who gets 
wreathed in victory in exactly two weeks from time of writing.

Keep checking out the Factor Fiction webcomics at htttp://www.
factorfictionpress.co.uk with VIOLENT! displaying stories from the 
archives every weekday, and GIRLY putting up a mix of strips from 
the archives along with all-new ones, and a mix of blogs and reviews.

Since the last issue, governments have fallen and it looks like 
the eighties are back in fashion, both in clothes and ministerial 
policies. So, don your Harrington jackets, lace up yer Doc Martens 
and go see The Specials. This town is coming like a ghost town...

Stand at ease, men!

General Mayhem

violent! #18 cover by kev levell
this issue dedicated to charley spencer

ELECTRONIC BOUQUETS & BRICKBATS TO mikie@wurzzz.demon.co.uk  &  jay.eales@googlemail.com

SNAIL MAIL SUBMISSIONS AND ORDERS TO factor fiction, 38 clarkes road, wigston, leicester le1 2be











































































































The usual Suspects
Kev Levell This dangerous individual still evades capture by any major 
organisation despite handing himself in on several occasions. His offenses are 
listed at kevlev.blogspot.com and include drawing blood, breaking sweat and 
drowning sorrows.

Darren Douglas was sent to prison by a military court in 1972 for a crime he 
didn’t commit. He promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade to the Los 
Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the government, he survives as a 
soldier of fortune, and if you have a problem, if... Oh wait, that’s Faceman. Darren’s 
the guy who’s spent every spare minute of his life unconscious on the couch, 
drooling beer and Tesco cheese balls down his expensive, ill-fitting Supergirl 
outfit, dreaming of pole-dancing midget Ernest Borgnines in matching powder blue 
tutus.

Jay Eales figures that you must know him by now. He’s been here long enough, and 
writes a substantial portion of every issue. Look up a back issue if you’re really  
in the dark. He coulda been a contender...

Chris Askham was the last test pilot in the doomed Hyperion Project. Hushed 
up by the government, he returned to Earth, changed by his experience. Don’t 
ask, because he doesn’t like to talk about it. Oh, and try not to stare, point or 
run away. It’s rude, you know. On the plus side, the extra arms come in handy for 
his freelance illustration work at http://www.chris-askham.co.uk He is the second 
artist on KNUCKLES to have taken on the assignment only to have a child shortly 
thereafter. Must be the testosterone or something.

Curt Sibling is a crazed cartoonist based in the fallen British Empire. His 
illustrative output includes swords and sorcery, tentacled cosmic terrors and 
maniac humour. He is currently working on various projects but is perhaps best 
known as the culprit behind the underground comic “TOTAL FEAR.

Charley Spencer has enjoyed this brief interlude drawing normal humans and 
their kitchens, and is now going back to what he does best: namely, spending rather 
too much time trying to crowbar giant cyborg hamsters of doom into stories that 
don’t strictly need them. More scribblings sporadically appear at www.twigletzone.
co.uk (Since MADE MEN first appeared in Accent UK’s ROBOTS anthology, Charley 
sadly passed away. This reprint is dedicated to his memory. Taken too soon, mate.

Paul McCaffrey is a professional illustrator and comic artist. He’s also a member 
of the Phase 4. You can see more of Paul’s work at www.coroflot.com/paul_mccaffrey

Alex Smith has been drawing for much of his life, However it wasn’t until his friend 
(another Alex) introduced him to comics late in to his teens that he knew where his 
destiny lay. Alex’s passion for comics has grown significantly over the years. For 
him, comics represent expressionism in all it’s forms: social and political concerns, 
entertaining and compelling stories and confronting and dynamic art. Alex’s first 
published work was in the pages of VIOLENT! and he has since contributed work 
to a number of independent publications. He also writes and illustrates his own 
anthology, LONER. He can be contacted at: alexsmith365@hotmail.com

Andrew Radbourne was born in the days when bad guys wore black. He wandered 
the earth aimlessly until he discovered Marvel comics, it was a revelation. He 
knew what his goal in life was, but since there were no gamma bombs or irradiated 
spiders available in Rugby, he decided he would draw comics. For years he tried 
to interest publishers. But was he crushed, downbeaten, defeated - well eventually, 
yes. He wandered the wilderness for years until deciding to relauch BRITFORCE (a 
comic he had worked on in the 90s). The passion was back. The love of drawing men 
and women in skintight lycra, beating the crap out of each other was reborn! It was 
his first love and he promises never to abandon it again!

Mike Sivier is the father of VIOLENT! Currently operating undercover in Wales, 
he still manages to keep a beady eye on each issue as it progresses, in an Eye of 
Sauron manner, while dreaming up new strips such as HARD-BOILED HITLER.

Stephen Prestwood was raised by the infamous PG Tips chimps after being 
swapped by his real parents for a bag of KP Nuts. Fed on a constant diet of tea 
and banana sandwiches, his perception of reality is so warped that he thinks 
EVERYTHING is just all made up. He is now attempting to conquer the world by 
telling stories via the medium of sequential art. So far, he has taken Milton Keynes.




